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Abstract: The awareness for explanation-aware computing rose during the last two years rapidly.
Because of the rising need in providing an explanation to support the decision made by an autonomous
process, the amount of discussions and investigations on what is a “good” explanation increases as
well. A differentiation between an explanation and an argumentation is missing. These two terms
are often used synonymously, but are often aiming towards two different goals and thus, at a closer
look, are structured differently. It has yet to be determined, if this structure can be used to identify
“good” explanations and which structures the targeted conversational partner appreciates the most to
increases the overall satisfaction.
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Introduction

A recent case study provided by Binns et al [Bi18] has compared different styles of
explanations regarding justice in algorithmic decision making: Input influence-based
explanation, demographic-based explanation, case-based explanation and sensitivity-based
explanation. Using these different styles of explanations, case-based explanation has been
viewed as the least appropriate style with the most negative impact on justice perception
[Bi18]. A case-based explanation supported the given decision by referring to “thousands of
similar cases from the past” [Bi18] and illustrates the result using one exemplary case of the
retrieved cluster of cases. This result seems surprising, given that case-based explanation
is paired with case-based reasoning and thus is representing actual, experienced cases
whereas e. g. demographic-based explanation might infer attributes to a person which are
inappropriate. But by pointing out a single case, participants of the case study distanced
themselves from the proposed case: “This might be the case for x, but that does not mean
it will happen to me.” [Bi18]. In this case, the explanation was not specific to the user
but rather a generic, broad statement. A possible solution to this problem is to discover
a structure for an explanation that incorporates the users needs and state of knowledge.
The user needs to be convinced, which ultimately results in changing one of the beliefs
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to a new or corrected belief [Mo02]. But to convince someone, an argumentation is the
intuitive approach. In fact, argumentation and explanation are often used as exchangeable
terms [LDA09, AWW09, CDL03, vLvdBtC18]. These terms have to be differentiated
to distinguish an explanation from an argumentation, since studies have proved that an
explanation is favored over an argumentation [Ku91, Ku01].
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2.1

Argumentation and Explanation
Differentiation and structure

One proposed way to distinguish an argumentation from an explanation is to look at which
question has been addressed. A “how” question usually results in an argumentation while a
“why” question results in an explanation:
Arg.:

Bob didn’t want to climb up the garage.

−→ Bob has acrophobia.

Exp.: Bob fell from the garage when he was younger. −→ Bob has acrophobia.
reason

−→

conclusion

While the upper conclusion answers the question “How do you know, whether Bob has
acrophobia? Because Bob didn’t want to climb up the garage.”, the lower conclusion answers
“Why does Bob has acrophobia? Because Bob fell from the garage when he was younger”
but the answers are not exchangeable: “Why does Bob has acrophobia? Because Bob didn’t
want to climb up the garage” does not seem to be an satisfactory explanation and might
be an overeager assumption to infer acrophobia out of a denied activity. Furthermore, the
explanation additionally answers the how-question here: “How do you know, whether Bob
has acrophobia? Because Bob fell from the garage when he was younger”. In this special,
artificial case, the explanation should always be preferred over an argumentation.
But this situation is not always the case. A counterexample would be:
Arg.:

The car is out of fuel.

−→ Car is not moving.

Exp.: Dad forgot to refuel the car. −→ Car is not moving.
Here, argumentation (the former) and explanation (the latter) are exchangeable since both
questions can be answered using either argumentation or explanation. Depending on the
users experiences, the user prefers a rather technical explanation (out of fuel) over a rather
social explanation (Dad forgot to refuel the car). In this situation, it is merely possible for a
knowledge engineer to design the correct explanation for the user, since there is no initial
information whether the user wants to be convinced or is rather looking for helpful assistance.

Hence, the following definitions are used to distinguish between an argumentation and an
explanation:
Definition 1: An argument is a reason in which the fact functions as evidence in support
of the conclusion. Its goal is to convince the conversational partner on the validity of the
conclusion.
Definition 2: An explanation is a supportive, personalized information on top of a provided
conclusion. In contrast to an argumentation, its goal is to help the conversational partner
in understanding the reasoning behind the conclusion and its outcome.

2.2

Explanations: Answers to why-questions

As motivated in the example above, an explanation can function as an argumentation, but
not vice-versa. Thus, if the constructional overhead is reasonable, the knowledge engineer
should always aim at providing an explanation rather than an argumentation. But why is
it important to provide an explanation and when is it beneficial? It fosters trust into the
system [GMW08, Sc94]. It might be arguable that an argumentation does achieve this goal
as well, given its fact-based and fact-supportive nature, but a personalized explanation is
more likely to be accepted [Mi19, Bi18]. As a user keeps using a certain system, the trust
into that system increases by gaining routine through an increased amount of knowledge
on how to use the system. If trust and explanation seems to be connected by the usage of
a system, the question remains when it is actually useful to provide an explanation. This
question has been answered by D. Leake who pointed out the importance of providing
an explanation during an unexpected situation which “must also identify the flaws in the
understander’s prior beliefs that led it to generate flawed expectations.” [Le95, p. 410].
These explanations are presented as explanation patterns (XP) as suggested by Schank
[Sc94] which are basically deducing an explanation out of a set of given premisses. These
patterns are limited due to their schema-based nature (and thus not being able to deal with
novelty), but adding case-based reasoning provides an opportunity to point out these novel
cases and provide an appropriate solution [Le95].
In contrast to an argumentation, an explanation can be issued on very different levels.
Toulmin presented an legal argumentation structure, where an argumentation can be broken
down to given data which qualifies a claim [To03]. This data is supported by warrants which
are backed up, but these can be attacked by a rebuttal (see Fig. 1). While an argument is
under attack, another argument has to be brought up to counter the attack. If the attack cannot
be countered, the argument is considered to be invalid. If no further attack can be issued,
the argument is valid. To follow these rules, an argument has to be issued in a measurable,
fact-based way to leave no room of interpretation open. In an argumentation, there is no

Fig. 1: Toulmin: Legal Argumentation Structure [To03] (example analogue to [Mo02])

acceptance for subjective statements since they aim to convince the conversational partner
and this is done by objective arguments. This can be different for an explanation.
As defined above, an explanation aims to help the conversational partner by understanding
the flaws in the prior beliefs. Thus, it is also possible to provide a subjective explanation. To
clarify, an argumentation can be viewed as a subset of explanations: The informations used
in an explanation can be categorized into multiple trust categories: On the highest level, the
information is completely trusted (e. g. facts and statements issued by the conversational
partner in question). This level might also be used by an argumentation. On lower levels,
there are only assumptions, i. e. based on persons actions (Bob did not want to climb up the
garage) or on a persons past (Bob fell off the garage when he was younger). Since these are
only assumptions, these information might not be true during the past - and thus would be
immediately attacked in the legal argumentation structure - but could be the last missing
piece for the conversational partner to correct the flaw in the prior beliefs.
Lim et al. experimented on using why- and why-not explanations. During a case study, the
participants were offered an explanation which basically tried to predict the correct answer
whether a given person is exercising or not, based on parameters, e. g. body temperature
and pacing [LDA09]. Nevertheless, the hypothesis to improve the user experience over
having no explanation could been proven by a small margin. The same situation could also
observed during the studies of [CDL03, vLvdBtC18, Aa93, On97]. Even an increase by a
small margin is valuable. Given the opportunity to foster user-centric explanations due to the
growth in usage and techniques of NLP, it seems promising to revisit providing explanations.
Another promising approach is the compositional adaptation of explanations in textual
case-based reasoning [SÖM16] by extracting explanations from aviation incident reports
and store them as text reasoning graph. Nodes in the text reasoning graph are extracted
phrases and sentences while edges correspond to causal and entailment relations:

the oil level became very low

cause

−→

the engine oil pump to cavitate

Fig. 2: Part of the text reasoning graph provided by Sizov et al., translated into the given definition of
an explanation [SÖM16]

Even though the user experience has been increased by providing these explanations, the
authors pointed a few erroneous conclusions out due to more distant cases being reused
[SÖM16]. Since this might seem to be a maintenance issue, it could also be possible to
counteract this problem by providing a solid structure for an explanation.

3

Future work

As pointed out before, the next step is to identify possible structures to increase the benefit
of using case-based reasoning and to store/reuse explanations in a more efficient manner.
Another possible foundation to build up on a structure for explanations might be the usage
of the SIAM methodology provided by T. Roth-Berghofer [Ro03]. This allowed to overcome
the limitation of Toulmins legal argumentation structure and iterate over the mentioned
explanations with a lower level of trust. Furthermore it is crucial to identify the users needs
by classifying the current state of knowledge to provide an user-specific explanation, and
when an explanation is needed beyond the occurrence of unexpected events. It has also
to be reviewed, in which cases an argumentation is sufficient to correct help the user and
when actually an explanation with its necessary construction overhead has to be build up.
This is important, because justification (which is one of the most important attributes of
an explanation as pointed out by multiple authors [SCA05, Ei18, Li11]) can be the most
suitable factor to increase the users satisfaction.
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